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ABSTRACT

Ultrasound mid-air haptic interfaces can display highly reconfig-

urable vibrotactile shapes in mid-air for human-computer interac-

tion (HCI) applications. The choice of stimulus shape, spatial, tem-

poral and modulation parameters yields a complex design space, yet

relatively little is known about the impact of these design choices

on perceived stimulus properties. We define the combination of

a spatial discretization of an abstract shape and a set of rules for

the temporal display order and intensity modulation of the result-

ing points as a sampling strategy. We developed DOLPHIN, an

open-source framework to aid in designing mid-air stimuli. DOL-

PHIN allows the study of the impact of rendering parameters on

perceived stimulus properties. This platform-agnostic framework

standardizes stimulus descriptions as a step toward more replicabil-

ity and easier communication in the field. It enables reproduction of

stimuli between perceptual experiments and ensures stimuli used

in applications correspond to those evaluated in prior perceptual

studies. We validated DOLPHIN’s usability by conducting a user

study assessing the impact of sampling strategy design on curva-

ture discrimination for dynamic mid-air haptic stimuli. The Weber

fractions for just-noticeable differences (JNDs) in curvature were

found to range between 1 and 1.4, yet no significant effect of the

number of spatial sampling points on curvature discrimination was

found. This result shows a practical use-case for DOLPHIN and

provides insight into rendering mid-air haptic curvature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound mid-air haptic (UMH) interfaces are a popular and

novel paradigm for tactile rendering, allowing easy reconfigura-

tion of stimuli without the need for any device held or worn by

the user [Rakkolainen et al. 2020]. The high spatial and temporal

reconfigurability these devices provide comes at the cost of a steep

learning curve for stimulus designers, with many parameters com-

ing into play, such as stimulus design (static, dynamic, passive or

active), modulation method, as well as spatial and temporal sam-

pling strategies. Indeed, stimuli can either be designed as static,

where the user perceives the whole shape at once, or dynamic,

where the user perceives spatial motion of the focal point or shape

as a function of time [Hajas et al. 2020]. A stimulus can also be ren-

dered passively, i.e. independently of the user’s interaction with it,

or actively, by updating the displayed portion of the stimulus based

on user tracking [Dzidek et al. 2018]. The interfaces’ transducers

emit waves at frequencies which are not perceptible by human

touch (usually 40 kHz [Carter et al. 2013; Iwamoto et al. 2008] or

70 kHz [Ito et al. 2016]) and thus require some form of modulation

for tactile rendering. Three forms of modulation are employed to

this end. Amplitude modulation (AM) [Iwamoto et al. 2008] consists

in varying the focal point’s intensity at a rate perceptible by the

user. Spatio-temporal modulation (STM) [Kappus and Long 2018]

https://doi.org/10.1145/3474451.3476232
https://doi.org/10.1145/3474451.3476232
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Figure 1: The three steps for applying a sampling strategy to a shape. The process beginswith (A) an abstract shape, here a circle.

The shape is then (B) spatially sampled. (C1) and (C2) show examples of possible display orders of the sampled points. Finally,

an intensity modulation overlay (AM) is applied. (D1) and (D2) show the application of (AM) to the display orders respectively

shown in (C1) and (C2). The vertical axis corresponds to time. Points are color-coded with respect to their intensity at a given

display time step, with weak intensities shown as blue and high intensities as red. Dwell time is a third of the AM period.

uses a focal point rendered at full intensity and rapidly moved

along a path so as to circle back to its original position at a rate

corresponding to the desired draw frequency. Lateral modulation

(LM) [Takahashi et al. 2018] is similar to STM, with the focal point

moving back and forth along a path. Compared to AM, both STM

and LM produce stronger sensations, and allow drawing of tactile

shapes with many more points. AM and STM can also be combined

(e.g. [Hajas et al. 2020; Howard et al. 2019]). Finally, a given abstract

shape can be displayed in different ways, depending on how it is

spatially sampled, and how the resulting display points are tempo-

rally rendered. We define a sampling strategy as a spatial sampling

of an abstract geometric shape combined with rules dictating the

temporal display order of the points and an optional overlay of

amplitude modulation with respect to time [Frier et al. 2019]. For

any given shape, different sampling strategies will induce different

sensations. Fig. 1 illustrates the process of turning an abstract shape

into its mid-air tactile representation using sampling strategies. Lit-

tle is known about the perceptual implications of the design choices

described above. Furthermore, the immense design space for UMH

stimuli complicates their study, as well as the replication of studies.

In this paper, we present DOLPHIN, an open-source framework

which standardizes and facilitates the design and evaluation of

UMH rendering of geometric shapes. Currently, DOLPHIN focuses

on the design and study of passive 2D stimuli, whether they are

static or dynamic. This framework deals only with rendering of

UMH stimuli but it can be used in conjunction with frameworks

such as PsychoPy to create multimodal experiments. The core of the

framework is a stimulus designer tool that lets the user easily design

complex stimuli using customizable geometric shapes and sampling

strategies. The tool also enables simulation of the resulting pressure

distributions on the skin and stimulus rendering using an UMH

interface. Currently, only Ultraleap interfaces are fully supported

but the hardware-agnostic design of the framework will allow us

to add support for more devices in the future and lets any user

implement the required functions to add support for their own.

Stimuli can then be saved and played back in other applications

or in perceptual experiments using the reader component of the

framework. Fig. 2 sums up the framework’s components.

This paper presents the following contributions:

• A framework aiming to make the design of ultrasound stim-

uli accessible to everyone, without the need for strong pro-

gramming knowledge and experience with UMH.

• A general and standardized approach for stimulus design

and corresponding data representations for stimuli and sam-

pling strategies. This ensures reusability of stimuli between

applications and facilitates reproduction of experiments.

• A validation of our framework’s functionality through a

proof of concept experiment, showing the application of

DOLPHIN to the study of curvature discrimination for dy-

namic UMH stimuli.
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2 RELATED WORK

UMH can be used in a variety of HCI applications such as virtual

[Martinez et al. 2018; Matsubayashi et al. 2019] and augmented

[Dzidek et al. 2018; Romanus et al. 2019] reality, digital signage

[Georgiou et al. 2019] and gestural interfaces [Large et al. 2019]. This

implies rendering of stimuli with different geometric and temporal

properties, which in turn requires understanding the user’s ability

to discriminate between these properties. Our framework aims to

allow easy configuration of perception evaluation experiments to

study and help design mid-air tactile feedback.

The need for accessible stimulus design tools is not unique to

UMH. Many open-source and commercial stimulus design tools

exist for contact haptics. For example, Syntacts [Pezent et al. 2020]

allows hardware-agnostic vibrotactile stimulus creation from au-

dio, while Apple’s Core Haptics1 also provides a complete API to

design haptic stimuli for their mobile devices. However, the design

needs for contact vibrotactile devices are not the same as for UMH,

since UMH stimulus design has to deal with spatial aspects in ad-

dition to the temporal and amplitude aspects of the vibrotactile

stimuli. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no open-source

framework currently exists to design and evaluate UMH stimuli.

Some UMH stimulus design software currently exists, such as the

Ultraleap Sensation Editor2, which provides a variety of pattern

presets, some customization options, and the possibility to export

configured stimuli. However, it is designed as a demo and rapid

prototyping tool and thus does not provide in depth control over

sampling strategies or any simple way of interfacing with 3rd-party

psychophysical study or rendering applications. With such a tool,

certain aspects of stimulus design are hidden to the user, which can

cause misunderstanding of the nature of the stimuli for non-experts

aiming to perform psychophysics work on UMH stimuli. An impor-

tant goal of DOLPHIN is thus to standardize the stimulus design

workflow and to explicitly show the user all design parameters, to

ensure full control over the nature of the stimuli. The most notable

3rd-party evaluation tools for UMH are open-source acoustic field

simulation tools (Ultraino3, HandyBeam4), which have been widely

used to estimate device and rendering performances during the

design phase (e.g. [Carter et al. 2013; Hasegawa and Shinoda 2013;

Hoshi 2011; Inoue and Shinoda 2014]). These can be considered

complementary to the current framework, allowing for simulation

and visualization of the physical effects of rendering choices. Open-

source tools for psychophysics experiments also exist, the most

notable being PsychoPy [Peirce et al. 2019], which we chose to

complement DOLPHIN during our evaluation (see Sec. 5).

Perception studies on UMH stimuli are an active area of research

with multiple objectives: (A) understanding the technology’s perfor-

mances and limits for rendering with respect to human perception,

(B) optimizing and improving the quality of rendering, (C) validat-

ing novel rendering and interaction techniques and (D) investigat-

ing fundamental questions relating to human haptic perception.

The majority of these studies focus on passively displayed UMH

stimuli, which is why at its core, DOLPHIN focuses on the design

of such stimuli.

1https://developer.apple.com/documentation/corehaptics
2https://developer.ultrahaptics.com/downloads/sensation-editor/
3https://github.com/asiermarzo/Ultraino
4https://github.com/ultraleap/HandyBeam

(A) Understanding UMH device performances. Studies in this field

focus on determining stimulus detection and discrimination thresh-

olds in relation to stimulus rendering parameters. Several studies

have investigated the relationship between peak focal point pres-

sure and stimulus detection for AM [Hoshi 2011; Howard et al. 2019;

Iwamoto et al. 2008; Takahashi et al. 2019], LM [Takahashi et al.

2019] and STM [Howard et al. 2019] stimuli. Stimulus detection was

also investigated as a function of other parameters such as stimulus

duration [Gil et al. 2018; Hoshi et al. 2009a], AM frequency [Carter

et al. 2013; Hasegawa and Shinoda 2018; Raza et al. 2019], location

on the skin [Chongyang et al. 2019; Gil et al. 2018; Mizutani et al.

2019; Takahashi et al. 2018] and with respect to the array [Raza et al.

2019]. Perception studies have been conducted to assess discrimina-

tion of stimuli intensities [Marchal et al. 2020], duration [Hoshi et al.

2009a], locations [Vo and Brewster 2015], and number [Alexander

et al. 2011; Carter et al. 2013]. Work has also been conducted on dis-

criminating properties of geometric primitives. Carter et al. [Carter

et al. 2013] performed an initial study to determine the 2-point

threshold for AM stimuli at different modulation frequencies. Inoue

et al. [Inoue et al. 2015] investigated the JND for angles between

pairs of lines displayed in 3D using multiple AM points, as well

as the JND for line position in 3D. Finally, multiple studies have

focused on the perception of dynamic stimuli. Hoshi et al. [Hoshi

et al. 2009b, 2010] studied the identification and discrimination of

movement directions for linear, circular, spiral, and random AM

focal point motions. Using Ultraleap’s Sensation Editor, Rutten et

al. assessed the identification of both static and dynamic AM focal

point [Rutten et al. 2019], and later the discrimination between

intensities and velocities of dynamic AM mid-air haptic patterns

[Rutten et al. 2020].

(B) Optimizing rendering parameters. UMH interfaces have the

drawback of achieving limited sensation intensity, delivering com-

parably weaker stimuli than contact vibrotactile actuators. Some

work based on perception studies has been conducted with the

objective of optimizing sampling strategy parameters to improve

perceived stimulus intensity. Korres et al. [Korres et al. 2017] studied

the perceptual implications of sampling strategy design for sequen-

tial displays of AM focal points along circular shapes. Similarly, for

STM shapes, Frier et al. [Frier et al. 2018, 2019] studied how the

draw rate, number of sampling points and dwell times at each point

influenced users’ subjective perception of sensation intensity for

circles of different sizes.

(C) Validating novel approaches to rendering and interaction. UMH

interfaces have spawned a multitude of novel tactile rendering and

interaction techniques, for tactile user interfaces [Ito et al. 2019;

Rümelin et al. 2017], mid-air tactile icons [Rocchesso et al. 2019;

Yoshimoto et al. 2019] as well as virtual and augmented reality. The

effectiveness of these techniques needed to be evaluated through

perceptual experiments. In the context of mid-air interaction with

2D shapes, multiple experiments on shape identification and per-

ceived shape properties were conducted using both static and dy-

namic, AM and STM and hybrid stimuli [Ablart et al. 2019; Hajas

et al. 2020; Hoshi 2012] In the latter study, the authors show that

shape recognition rates are far higher when displayed with a dy-

namic tactile pointer than when displayed as a static STM stimulus.

The possibility for displaying stimuli in a 3D volume above the

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/corehaptics
https://developer.ultrahaptics.com/downloads/sensation-editor/
https://github.com/asiermarzo/Ultraino
https://github.com/ultraleap/HandyBeam
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array has naturally led to perception studies on rendering algo-

rithms for interaction with virtual 3D shapes using AM ([Inoue

and Shinoda 2014; Long et al. 2014]) , STM ([Martinez et al. 2019;

Matsubayashi et al. 2019]) or hybrid approached ([Howard et al.

2019]). There is currently no work on displaying volumetric 3D

UMH stimuli. Interactions with volumetric objects are rendered

through projections into 2D planes (Long et al. [Long et al. 2014],

Matsubayashi et al. [Matsubayashi et al. 2019]). This is explained

by the fact that UMH rendering is limited by device energy output,

and therefore stimulus designers usually focus on concentrating

energy at the surface of a user’s skin, resulting in a 2D rendering

problem. This observation motivated our focus on the design of 2D

geometric stimuli within DOLPHIN.

Geometric UMH stimuli with different sampling strategies also

find applications beyond rendering of purely geometric properties.

For example, Marchal et al. [Marchal et al. 2020] showed that inten-

sity variations in STM shapes can be used to render sensations of

virtual object stiffness and Sakiyama et al.

(D) Investigating fundamental questions pertaining to human hap-

tic perception. The fact that UMH interfaces provide contactless

and highly-reconfigurable vibrotactile stimuli makes them interest-

ing candidates for investigating haptic perception of stimuli with

complex spatio-temporal properties. Reardon et al. [Reardon et al.

2019] studied how wave propagation at the surface of the skin

generated by single-pass STM patterns affects tactile perception

of motion. Perquin et al. [Perquin et al. 2021] used dynamic STM

patterns to study discrimination of motion direction and find evi-

dence of directional bias in the process. Furthermore, the dynamic

reconfiguration of stimuli allows for the investigation of perceptual

effects resulting from this. For example, Pittera et al. [Pittera et al.

2019] investigated illusory tactile movement between two hands

depending on focal point frequency, stimulus onset asynchrony

and direction of movement for pairs of fixed focal points as well as

moving focal points. Morisaki et al.

The studies discussed here highlight the wide variety of stimulus

parameters used in rendering and studied as experimental variables,

which is behind the motivation for designing a tool that enables

stimulus design and provides control over each of these parame-

ters through a unified framework and workflow. To the best of our

knowledge, all psychophysics studies involving mid-air haptic stim-

uli have used either custom stimuli written łfrom scratchž or they

have restricted themselves to the use of a limited set of standard

stimuli available thanks to, e.g., commercial stimulus generation

tools such as the Ultraleap Sensation Editor (e.g. [Rutten et al. 2020,

2019]). All of these works could have benefited from a framework to

facilitate design and later reuse of stimuli. While for the most part,

the cited studies provide sufficient information to reproduce the

stimuli used, standardized design tools, software representations of

stimuli and perceptual evaluation tools would ease the process of

reproducing and expanding upon their results.

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE STIMULUS DESIGN

An UMH stimulus has two main aspects. The first aspect is spatial,

and concerns the stimulus’ geometry as well as its position in space,

as shown in Fig. 1-(A). The shape is represented as a parametric

function f : [0, 1]k → R3. The number of parameters k may differ

depending on the shape. A time parameter can be added for time

dependant shapes such as a moving line. The second aspect is

encompassed under the term of sampling strategy, i.e. the shape’s

spatial sampling and temporal evolution of the stimulus, illustrated

in Fig. 1. We thereby define a set of N sampled points Ps = {qi , 0 ≤

i < N } s .t . ∀i,∃t1,i , ..., tk,i ,qi = f (t1,i , ..., tk,i ) as a point on the

shape. The temporal evolution in turn encompasses the order and

timing with which the sampled points on the shape are displayed,

as well as the evolution of the focal point’s amplitude with respect

to time. We can formally define the sampling order as a finite

series Ps,o = ((Pj ,Tj ))j where Pj ∈ Ps for all j and Tj is the dwell

time on point Pj . By adding the amplitude overlay and sampling

rate information, we obtain a configuration for each time step

Ck = (Pjk , Ik ) where 0 ≤ jk < N and Ik =
p(Pj )

ppeak (Pj )
represents the

pressure to peak pressure ratio for the device at the position Pj ,

with p : R
3 → R+.

A sampling strategy can thus be represented as the transforma-

tion f 7→ (Ck )k , given a sampling rate and peak pressure. This

means that a same sampling strategy can be applied to different

shapes. A sampling strategy transforms a possibly continuous shape

(Fig. 1-(A)) into a discrete and finite representation (Fig. 1-(B)). Since

the same set of spatially sampled points Ps can be displayed in dif-

ferent orders and with different timings, the sampling strategy also

provides rules to define both these aspects (Fig. 1-(C1, C2)). This

step leads to the creation of Ps,o . In addition to this, the sampling

strategy must provide information about the peak pressure of the

focal point at each time step (Fig. 1-(AM)). For instance, a simple

STM approach would generate the maximum possible pressure at

each time step while an AM approach generates a pressure varying

as a (usually sinusoidal) function of time. This data, combined with

the previous one finally leads to the computation of the different

configurations Ck at each time step (Fig. 1-(D1, D2)).

4 THE DOLPHIN FRAMEWORK

We developed an open-source framework5 to help users create

haptic stimuli by customizing both shape and sampling strategy,

and to use them for perception evaluations. A stimulus design tool

provides a visual representation of the stimulus being created along

with physical information about generated pressure distributions.

Users can use DOLPHIN to directly test the stimulus and export it

for later reuse in the framework’s design tool or in a third-party

application using DOLPHIN’s reader for the ultrasound interface.

Fig. 2 shows DOLPHIN’s components and possible use cases.

4.1 Design Tool

The design tool architecture can be split into four parts. The "ge-

ometry" component handles the representation of mathematical

shapes. The "sampling strategy" component implements different

user-customizedways of displaying a shape. An "import and export"

component handles saving and loading of shapes and strategies for

reuse within the framework or by external applications executing

the framework’s Reader. Finally, the "user interface" links every-

thing together. The tool also uses the Emitter library presented in

5URL: https://gitlab.com/h-reality/dolphin

https://gitlab.com/h-reality/dolphin
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Figure 2: DOLPHIN’s architecture. Rectangles represent pro-

grams, the diamond represents a device and the circle rep-

resents a class. Blue elements are part of the framework

while red ones are not. Numbers next to the framework el-

ements indicate the section presenting the element. Arrows

and their corresponding text show how the different parts

are linked. Export from the design tool is possible in four

formats corresponding to the shape (.GEOM), the sampling

strategy (.SAMP), or both (.GEOMSAMP, .PTLIST) with the

generic .PTLIST format intended for use in external tools.

Stimulus files can be used in experiments or third-party ap-

plications thanks to a reader program which sends data to

the emitter for rendering.

Section 4.2 to display shapes with according sampling strategies

on a hardware interface. The stimulus design tool is developed in

C++ and uses the Qt framework6.

4.1.1 Geometry. This component handles the mathematical repre-

sentation of shapes to be displayed to the user. Every shape class

inherits from the Geometry virtual class. The tool currently han-

dles circles, ellipses, squares, rectangles, triangles, segments, point

clouds and arcs. Users can create new shapes by creating sub-classes

of Geometry, adding support for their configuration in the user in-

terface and expanding the import and export operations to deal

with the new shape.

Each shape can be customized using parameters specific to the

shape, such as e.g. the radius and center position for a circle.

These shapes allow the on-screen display of the stimulus to

the user and the computation of its spatial sampling as per the

selected sampling strategy. To do so, each shape implements an

evaluate_at method defining the parametric representation f of

the shape. While the 2D plane in which the shapes are defined

could theoretically be tilted, the software currently only supports a

horizontal plane parallel to the device because empirical tests show

a degradation of the tactile sensations for tilt angles greater than 25

degrees. More work is required to determine the causes of this issue

and how to overcome it before integrating the tilt option in the

tool. The tool currently only displays shapes defined as continuous

curves or point clouds, and will be extended to surface and volume

rendering in the future.

6https://www.qt.io/

4.1.2 Sampling Strategies. The SamplingStrategy virtual class

presents the main characteristics needed for a strategy. Combined

with a Geometry it is used to create a list of 2D or 3D points corre-

sponding to the sampled points, along with a list representing the

intensity at each point. The following four strategies are currently

available.

StepSampling corresponds to a uniform division of the shape

into n points with a step parameter k. It leads to the sequential

display of point 1, then point k + 1, 2k + 1 and so on, modulo n.

For instance with k = 2 and an odd number of points n, we first

display the point with even indices and then display the ones with

odd indices.

CustomSampling enables the user to create a non-uniform sam-

pling. It is configured using a series of (p, k) instructions, meaning

that the next k points will be at a distance of p times the distance cor-

responding to a uniform sampling. The value of p can be negative

meaning that the focal point will travel in the opposite direction.

This strategy can also be merged with StepSampling by setting up

the skip_step parameter.

RandomSampling corresponds to a random sampling of n points.

It is mainly intended to be used as a reference to compare with the

performances of other strategies.

CustomTimeStepSampling is similar to the CustomSampling ex-

cept that the user control focuses on temporal sampling. It is also

parameterized by a series of (p, k) instructions, meaning that the

focal point will spend p time steps on each of the next k points,

leading to a dwell time of T = p.s with s being the sampling rate.

While dwelling on one point, the amplitude is modulated follow-

ing a sine curve with configurable frequency. This strategy can be

used to make the user feel a tactile pointer moving along the shape

[Hajas et al. 2020].

Each of the spatial sampling strategies can be complementedwith

additional AM information. Currently two methods are available.

The first one sets the intensity of each point to 100%, corresponding

to a classical STM approach, while the other one follows a sine curve

with configurable frequency, which can be useful for displaying

dynamic stimuli. The tool can also be used to make pure AM stimuli

by setting a long dwell time on each point along with an AM overlay.

4.1.3 Import and Export. The previous two parts presented how

stimuli are internally represented. Users may want to use such

stimuli for other purposes unrelated to the design tool, such as

experiments, thus requiring a way to export stimuli to a convenient

file format. It is also important to provide the possibility of import-

ing stimuli to enable design over several sessions or the reuse of

pre-made shapes or strategies.

The design tool can independently create geometry or sampling

strategy files. These are custom comma-separated variable (CSV)

files, starting with the name of the geometry or strategy, followed

by the different parameters required to recreate the object. A second

line serves as a comment letting users know what each element

represents, ensuring external compatibility of the file format.

Users can also store a complete stimulus, corresponding to a

combination of shape and strategy. In this case, two files are created.

The first one is a concatenation of the shape and strategy files

described above, and is intended for reuse in the design tool. The

second one is a CSV-like file starting with the number of time steps

https://www.qt.io/
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Figure 3: Stimulus Designer user interface. (A) Graphs of the

peak pressure as a function of position indices along the

shape at a given time step. The top graph shows the pressure

distribution with x=0 corresponding to the current point of

emission, the bottom graph shows the same pressure distri-

bution but with x=0 fixed at a reference point on the shape

(red dot in the top graph) (B) Visual representation of the

spatial sampling. (C) Basic information concerning the in-

terface used (sampling rate, peakpressure output). (D) Shape

dimensions and position in space (values in cm). (E) Anima-

tion and emission. Animation triggers a slowed down visual

display of the sampling strategy, moving the red dot in (B)

along the path corresponding to the strategy and updating

the pressure graphs in (A). (F) Sampling strategy parameters.

along with the hardware sample rate and the maximum intensity

of the device used to create the file, followed by a list of x y z i

corresponding to the position and intensity of the point at each time

step. The position is given in the system coordinate associated with

the direct frame of reference centered on the device with the z axis

perpendicular to the array plane, pointing outward. This format is

voluntarily simple, allowing users to easily create external readers

to translate the file and send information to an emitter.

In terms of performance, the export time for a .PTLIST file is

proportional to the number of time steps, saving about 60000 time

steps per second, running on a single thread on an Intel Core i7-

10750H CPU. Importing in the design tool is almost instant as the

creation of geometry and sampling strategy objects do not require

heavy computations. Since these operations are done in the design

tool, the time does not impact any rendering activity.

4.1.4 User Interface. The user interface (see Fig. 3) links every-

thing together. On the right is a preview of the spatially sampled

shape. On the left side are two graphs corresponding to the pressure

distributions as a function of spatial sampling point indices at each

timestep. These graphs are obtained using Ultraleap’s HandyBeam

simulation tool7. The bottom part allows the user to set stimulus

parameters, with the shape parameters on the left and sampling

parameters on the right. Preview animation and emission options

are located in the middle. The user interface also provides basic

7https://github.com/ultraleap/HandyBeam

information about modulation frequencies, spatial and temporal

steps and focal point speed. The top menu provides access to import

and export operations.

Given that the software is open-source, users can freely use

individual components of the stimulus design tool in third-party

applications or scripts.

4.2 Emitter

As we aim to make the software usable with different UMH in-

terfaces, an abstraction of the actual device is required. Currently

only Ultraleap’s STRATOS Explore interface is supported as it is

the device used during initial development of DOLPHIN. Having a

plateform-agnostic representation of an emitter is the next logical

step toward more universality in the stimulus use and representa-

tion. The representation is quite simple as each emitter just needs

to implement a start and stop option along with an operation to

set a callback and getters for some device characteristics such as

the hardware sample rate and the maximum achievable pressure.

Thus nothing in the framework is specific to a particular device. We

chose to go with a callback approach in order to better separate the

different operations. The design tool runs parallel to the callback

which sends the appropriate data to the device displaying the focal

points. Any user may add support for a new interface by creating a

sub class of Emitter and implementing its methods.

If the emitter’s sample rate is different from the one used to cre-

ate the stimuli, an upsampling or downsampling strategy needs to

be applied to adapt the stimuli to the new device while conserving

the initial temporal display and modulation characteristics. Resam-

pling presents some limitations that the user must be aware of, thus

each saved file contains enough information to recreate an accurate

version of the initial stimulus. Users can also include the Impor-

tExport class in their program along with the file representation

initially made for the design tool to avoid resampling the intensity.

This recomputes the intensities for the correct time steps.

4.3 Interfacing for Perception Evaluation

DOLPHIN provides an interface for perception evaluation tools

such as PsychoPy [Peirce et al. 2019] thanks to the stimulus file

format. PsychoPy is a tool for conducting studies on perception

which lets the experiment designer trigger audio, visual and haptic

stimulus display hardware, deal with precise timing, ask the user

custom questions and record responses and multiple objective met-

rics. While DOLPHIN is not a multimodal tool, it can be used in

the study of multimodal perception as Psychopy can trigger and

synchronize different types of stimuli. The tool automatically gen-

erates data files logging responses, information regarding stimuli

and experiment progress for subsequent analyses.

A user designing an experiment begins by designing the in-

dividual stimuli required using DOLPHIN’s stimulus design tool.

PsychoPy is then provided with the paths to the stimuli, allowing

it to trigger the appropriate stimulus during an experiment. To do

so, PsychoPy executes the reader component of DOLPHIN with the

appropriate file path. The reader in turn uses the emitter library and

optionally libraries from the design tool to recreate the stimulus

and send it to the haptic interface.

https://github.com/ultraleap/HandyBeam
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In terms of performances, loading a .PTLIST file with the reader

program took about 11 ms per 1000 time steps on an Intel Core

i7-10750H CPU. While this does not affect stimulus display quality

or interactivity of the program, it can be an issue for stimuli with

large numbers of time steps required to be played in sequence

without pauses between them. A workaround for this issue is to

load all stimuli to be displayed in sequence prior to the experiment.

Whenever possible, the user should use the ImportExport class to

import a .GEOMSAMP file instead of parsing the .PTLIST file, as

it only takes about 0.3 ms to recreate the sampling objects and

generate the same 1000 time steps on the same hardware.

5 PROOF OF CONCEPT

In order to validate DOLPHIN’s usefulness, we used it to design and

conduct a user study on the effect of sampling strategy parameters

on curvature discrimination for dynamic tactile pointers [Hajas

et al. 2020]. 19 volunteers (2 f., 16 m., 1 non-binary, mean age ±

std = 23 ± 3.4), all right-handed) participated in the experiment.

Stimuli were generated with DOLPHIN’s design tool, then fed into

the experiment designed with PsychoPy [Peirce et al. 2019], which

in turn used the framework’s reader component. All stimuli files

and experiment scripts are available in DOLPHIN’s repository8 to

allow replication of this experiment.

5.1 Materials and Methods

5.1.1 Stimuli. The stimuli were dynamic tactile pointers [Hajas

et al. 2020] displaying arcs of four possible curvature radii across the

width of the subject’s hand for a fixed duration of two seconds. The

stimuli were designed using a CustomTimeStepSampling strategy.

The four different ratios of curvature radii to hand width were equal

to 1

π
(semi-circle), 3

2π
,

5

2π
,∞ (straight line). For the computations,

the radius to hand width ratio for the straight line was set to 1.99

which is the smallest ratio ensuring the height difference at the

edge of the hand remains smaller than the radius of a focal point.

We evaluated five strategies with n = 10, 50, 200, 400,and800 points

respectively, resulting in dwell times on each point of t = 2

n sec-

onds. This corresponds to a single rule 80000

n n as the Ultraleap

STRATOS Explore’s hardware sample rate is 40 kHz. The static

amplitude modulation frequency was set to 200 Hz as in [Hajas

et al. 2020]. Each stimulus was displayed 10 cm above the array and

the tactile pointer always moved from the thumb side towards the

pinkie. DOLPHIN allowed us to generate the required stimuli with

a simple script, and a similar result could be achieved without any

programming by manually exporting from the design tool.All the

generated .PTLIST files were then sent to the reader programm of

DOLPHIN by PsychoPy as needed.

5.1.2 Protocol. Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup. Users posi-

tioned their hand horizontally over the box containing the array,

parallel to the device plane, with the palm centered on the stim-

ulus presentation location. Two test stimuli were first presented,

to allow the user to get used to the feel of the tactile stimuli and

enable them to correctly center their hand position. The users wore

noise-cancelling headphones playing pink noise to hide the device’s

operating noise.

8https://gitlab.com/h-reality/dolphin

Figure 4: Experiment set-up: Subjects sit facing the com-

puter with their dominant hand centered 10cm above the

array, using their other hand to answer the experimental

questions. A headset plays pink noise to cover device noise.

Figure 5: Experiment results. (A) Cumulative Gaussian

curves fit to the results for one user for the n = 800 points

strategy, with one curve fit per reference stimulus. The pro-

portions of "stimulus flatter than reference" answers from

the user are plot against theWeber fraction in curvature. For

a stimulus with radius ri , the curvature ci is defined as 1

ri
.

JND estimates for this user and strategy are reported on the

left. (B) Box plot of the mean JNDs obtained for each strat-

egy, using the average of the four JNDs corresponding to the

different reference stimuli for each user and strategy. Red

lines represent the mean and one standard deviation.

The experiment was divided into five blocks corresponding to

the five studied sampling strategies. Each of the five blocks followed
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a two-alternatives forced choice protocol, where pairs of stimuli

with different curvatures were presented with a 1.5 s break between

them, after which users had to indicate which felt flattest (i.e. closest

to a straight line). Users responded with their non-dominant hand,

using two keys mapped to the two stimuli. Stimulus pairs were

repeated three times per block, yielding thirty-six trials per block.

The order of the pairs within blocks as well as the order of blocks

were randomized. Subjects filled out a short questionnaire about the

difficulty of the task and the strategies they used when responding

after each block.

5.2 Results

For each user and each strategy, we plotted the proportion of ’stim-

ulus is flatter than the reference’ answers against the relative dif-

ference in curvature for each of the four references, as shown in

Fig. 5-A. For a reference stimulus with radius r1 and test stimulus

with radius r2, the x value corresponding to the pair was c2−c1
c1

,

where ci =
1

ri
corresponds to the curvature of an arc with radius

ri . We added the hypothetical point at (0, 0.5) corresponding to

a fully random answer when both stimuli are identical. We then

fitted the set of observations with a cumulative gaussian centered

on 0 and used the curves to calculate the 75% JND estimate in cur-

vature for this user, strategy and reference. The obtained JND is

thus expressed as the Weber fraction in curvature. The data for 4

of the 19 participants was omitted from the analyses because of

convergence issues preventing calculation of the JNDs. Among the

300 remaining JND estimates (15 participants × 5 strategies × 4

curvatures), 35 could not be computed.

Outlier JND values (values greater than Q75% + 1.5IQR where

Q75% is the 75% quartile and IQR is the interquartile) were removed,

yielding mean subject JND distributions for each stategy (see Fig. 5-

B). These distributions were assumed to be normal (Shapiro-Wilk

test did not reject H0 with p > 0.05 for all five distributions). We

therefore performed an ANOVA which revealed no significant dif-

ference between strategies in terms of mean resulting JND in curva-

ture (F= 1.676, p = 0.165).We conclude that when designing dynamic

tactile pointers, the number of points used for the sampling strategy

does not have a significant impact on users’ ability to discriminate

arc curvatures. The mean JNDs obtained were 0.98, 0.98, 1.33, 1.05

and 1.11 for the strategies with n = 10, 50, 200, 400 and 800 points

respectively. These results mean that designers have more freedom

when designing such stimuli as the strategy will likely not adversely

impact stimulus discrimination.

6 INTEROPERABILITY

While our work is built around the Ultraleap STRATOS Explore

interface because of its commercial availability (see Sec. 4.2), DOL-

PHIN is designed to be platform-agnostic. We aim to make it com-

patible with other arrays (e.g. Ultraino [Marzo et al. 2017], or the

AUTD [Iwamoto et al. 2008]). Two blocks have to be carefully de-

signed in order to create a platform-agnostic framework. While the

geometries, user interface and sampling strategies are not inher-

ently dependant on the device, the emitter object is. The export

format also has to contain enough data so that any stimulus can

be recreated accurately enough using any device. There is no strict

assurance that the stimulus will feel exactly the same on different

platforms since differences in computation of the acoustic field may

introduce perceptual discrepancies, but DOLPHIN aims to provide

the highest reproduction fidelity possible given this limitation using

the information from the exported files and possible resampling.

Any device owner can create a sub-instance of the Emitter class to

make their device compatible with DOLPHIN. The user then imple-

ments the callback function which runs parallel to the design tool,

sending appropriate data to the device to display the focal point.

All the required information can be recovered from the shape and

sampling strategy, regardless of whether the phases and amplitude

for each transducer are computed by the device upon receiving the

data or beforehand, within the callback function, and independently

of the computation model used for this. This makes the emitter

model essentially platform-agnostic. The exported file formats are

made platform-agnostic by adding the necessary information to

either recreate the shape or strategy object, or to resample the stim-

ulus accordingly while warning the user about potential differences

in the stimuli if the hardware characteristics do not match. The

coordinate system used by each device may also differ from the one

used by the framework. The emitter class thus implements a coordi-

nate change. An inherent limitation to interoperability comes from

the fact that different devices can have different sized workspaces,

meaning that devices with a smaller workspace may not be capable

of displaying stimuli designed on devices with a larger workspace.

7 CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

This work presented a new open-source framework, DOLPHIN,

enabling easy mid-air ultrasound tactile stimulus design for render-

ing and experimental evaluation. It was shown to be functional by

conducting a psychophysics experiment on curvature discrimina-

tion. We hope this framework will ease research on mid-air haptic

stimuli and improve study replicability.

Short term future work will focus on minor features for the

design tool such as support for new shapes, new sampling strategies,

and other hardware platforms, along with a detailed evaluation of

cross-platforms compatibility. We will also aim to include support

for displaying multiple focal points. We intend to interface the

tool with simulations of the acoustic fields and spatio-temporal

behavior of skin indentation. This should provide designers with

more information on how to achieve specific effects and help explain

perception results with a physical model.

We then want to extend the shape workspace and allow active

rendering, which is currently not supported. Though we will be

adding more features, the core workflow and framework design

will remain identical and we will ensure all current features remain

fully functional.

Finally, we plan to continue to conduct psychophysics research

using this tool to study the impact of other sampling parameters

on subjects’ perception of stimulus properties.
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